
Practise spelling this list of words from 
the Year 3/4 word list.

perhaps
address
guard
material

Write each word into a sentence.

Have a go at completing the  attached 
Maths worksheet.

Use some scrap paper to work out the 
answers and then fill in the boxes on the 

sheet.

We are going to start reading Varjak 
Paw again. Do you have a copy of the 

book? You can find chapters of the 
book being read on You Tube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFF5m7gTV
_w

Can you write a description of  Varjak ?
Remember to use capital letters and full 

stops.

Can you change the words in the table 
below to add  a suffix ?

Some words can have several
E.g. hope, hoping, hopes, hoped, 
hopeful
Remember any spelling changes, 
especially ‘e’ at the end of a word.

Read 3 times during the week.

Complete your Big Maths online.

Spend 10 minutes on 
Times Tables Rockstars 
everyday.

Spend 10 minutes on IDL everyday.

We are learning about animals and their 
skeletons.

Do you know that there are 3 types of 
skeleton? Some animals have skeletons 

inside their bodies ( endoskeleton), 
some have it outside of their bodies 

(exoskeleton) and some have no bones 
at all (hydrostatic).

Can you sort the animals below into the 
three groups?

We are going to be learning all about 
Ulverston.

Can you find it on a map? Or maybe on 
Google Earth? 

Can you recognise any of the features 
on the Map?

Land, sea, mountains, towns? 
Which features are near Ulvertson?

We are going to be learning about 
Buddhism this term. Find out about what 
Buddhist believe and draw a picture of a 
lotus flower, the symbol of buddhism.

Put them into a chart

Elephant       tortoise     jellyfish     fox
Butterfly    human   worm  ant

Lobster      prawn    beetle      whale 
Starfish       mouse
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exoskeleton endoskeleton hydrostatic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFF5m7gTV_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFF5m7gTV_w


Which suffixes can you add to these words?

-ed -ing -ness -ful

-s -es -less -ly

hop care share clap

hope like plan smile

rub phone stop use

hug bake slip chat




